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Abstract
The article presents the description of the Teacher Training Program for Rural Schools developed in 2021 in municipalities in Bahia and seeks to elucidate how this program became a protagonist in the continuing education of teachers who work in Rural Education. The reference that underlies the study was supported by Freire (1997, 2007), Santos and Nunes (2020), Gatti (2004), Libâneo (2004), Caldart (2009) and Minayo (1997). The methodology used was qualiquantitative. The results show that the program offered training based on the logic of humanization and valorization of the peasant population, recognizing and valuing the countryside as a fertile, rich and diverse space, in addition, it assumes significant dimensions and contributes to the construction or reconstruction of Political-Pedagogical Projects. The program made it possible for Rural Education to be perceived with all its particularities, culture, history and struggles, giving new meaning to teaching in the context of rural schools.
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Resumen
El artículo presenta la descripción del Programa de Formación de Profesores de Escuelas Rurales desarrollado en 2021 en municipios de Bahía y busca dilucidar cómo este programa se convirtió en protagonista en la formación continua de los profesores que actúan en la Educación Rural. La referencia que sustenta el estudio fue sostenida por Freire (1997, 2007), Santos y Nunes (2020), Gatti (2004), Libâneo (2004), Caldart (2009) y Minayo (1997). La metodología utilizada fue cualicuantitativa. Los resultados muestran que el programa ofreció una formación basada en la lógica de humanización y valorización de la población campesina, reconociendo y valorando el campo como un espacio fértil, rico y diverso, además, asume dimensiones significativas y contribuye a la construcción o reconstrucción de Proyectos Político-Pedagógicos. El programa posibilitó que la Educación Rural sea percibida con todas sus particularidades, cultura, historia y luchas, resignificando la enseñanza en el contexto de las escuelas rurales.
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1 Introduction

The main scope of this article is the description of the Rural School Teacher Training Program (Formacampo) developed in 2021, which had the adhesion of 116 municipalities belonging to seven identity territories in Bahía. Formacampo originated from a research project entitled “The educational policies of PAR in rural schools in Bahia (2015-2018)”, carried out by the Group of Studies on Social Movements, Diversity and Education of the Countryside and City (Gepemdecc), linked to the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq), whose results showed the need of training for teachers working in the rural areas. In this sense, the aforementioned program observed and considered such a need because, “[...] at the national level, more than 50% of teachers in rural areas still do not have a degree and more than 80% do not have continuing education on rural education. in municipal and state networks” (SANTOS; GUIMARÃES, 2021, p. 2, translated).

The continuing education of rural school teachers is a need that has been debated in the Brazilian scenario for decades by movements led by workers who fight for an Education in and in the Countryside that respects, considers, values and contemplates rural areas as production spaces, rich and diverse, even though such demands give rise
to the cry for public policies that meet the particularities of their subjects. This education is contrary, therefore, to the hegemonic and ultra-neoliberal project, whose perspective is based on the denial of the cultural, environmental and social wealth of the countryside, called Rural Education.

As a possibility to direct this study, a description of the development and results of the Formacampo Program was carried out, specifying the scope of the program in relation to the triad of teaching, research and extension.

Aiming at the integration of teaching, research and extension, in the Formacampo Program we intend to involve students enrolled in the Graduate Program in Education - PPGED/UESB and undergraduate students, who are guided by the professors who make up the execution team of the same, as well as members of research groups at UESB. It is intended that this is an extension program that takes place on a continuous basis, being re-introduced in the following years in order to meet the demand of partner municipal networks with regard to the training of teachers in the rural areas. (SANTOS; GUIMARÃES, 2021, p. 1, translated).

It is essential to consider that, when considering and contemplating the integration of teaching, research and extension, Formacampo fulfills what is recommended in the Federal Constitution of 1988 in its article 207 (translated): “Universities enjoy, in the form of the law, didactic-scientific autonomy, administrative and financial and patrimonial management and will obey the principle of inseparability between teaching, research and extension”.

The investigative field is based on the following question that leads this article: how did the Formacampo Program become a protagonist in the continuing teaching training of rural teachers in Bahia? Furthermore, the main objective of the work is to present the results achieved during the execution of the mentioned program, as well as to discuss the impacts on peasant teacher training in its practice, discussing the scope and the results that the mentioned program has achieved.

2 Teacher training in Rural Education

According to Zuin and Dias (2017), in order to achieve quality education for peasants, it is urgent to guarantee initial and continuing training for professionals working in rural schools, a training aimed at meeting the specificities and needs of this population.
When we think about teacher training in the countryside, we are inclined to understand an education model that is configured by the struggles, anxieties, social and political organization of its subjects. As Arroyo (2012, p. 360, translated) points out, “The policy of training teachers in the field of which social movements are authors is a process that forces us to rethink and redefine the relationship between the State, its institutions and social movements”.

Caldart (2009) also argues that the training of professionals to work in Rural Education should focus on the history and culture of these people, valuing the peasant identity, promoting knowledge and dialoguing with their knowledge and experiences. Therefore, the presence of professionals who can best meet the specificities and needs of these subjects and who, in their experience, understand that continuing teacher training is necessary to support the quality teaching process of rural people is a priority.

With regard to the theme, Santos, Lima and Nery (2020, p. 11, translated) mention:

Teacher education is a process that incorporates the initial and ongoing dimensions. Seen in its entirety, it goes beyond the formal teaching offerings and practices originated in public and educational policies, inscribing itself in the daily life of professional practice as an effective teaching practice.

Therefore, the training of rural teachers must be anchored in a process in which the context is understood, supported by theoretical and methodological approaches for this perspective. Despite the knowledge of these attributions, many training courses do not take into account the specificity of Peasant Education to overcome the city conception of old teaching models. In this regard, Libâneo (2004, p. 45, translated) postulates that: “There is, effectively, a separation, a distance, a wall, between legislation, policies and guidelines, the academic world, the world of militancy, and the effective pedagogical-didactics in the classroom.

According to Santos and Nunes (2020), the finding that the training process of Education professionals still presents a mismatch between the proposed and the daily reality; there is also a certain distance between theory and practice, which does not materialize an education aimed at social transformations, but an imaginary education, which contributes to the perpetuation and legitimation of the capitalist system. Libâneo (2004) also points out that teacher training needs to consider real demands, with the main objective of guaranteeing quality education. Thus, the training of rural educators is a
demand of those who historically fight for the right and guarantee to the education of rural people.

It is worth noting that the initial and continuing education of rural teachers is already a topic that has been debated and legitimized in several normative frameworks that were the result of struggles and claims. According to Resolution No. 2, of April 28, 2008:

The admission and initial and continuing training of teachers and teaching support staff must always consider the pedagogical training appropriate to Rural Education and opportunities for updating and improvement with professionals committed to their specificities. (BRAZIL, art. 7, § 2, 2008, translated).

On the other hand, Decree No. 7,352, of November 4, 2010, states:

Rural education will take place through the provision of initial and continuing education for education professionals, guaranteeing infrastructure conditions and school transport, as well as didactic materials and books, equipment, laboratories, library and leisure and sports areas suited to the political-pedagogical project and in accordance with the local reality and the diversity of rural populations. (BRASIL, art. 1º, § 4º, 2010, translated).

In this sense, it is worth noting that the aforementioned decree, which institutes the National Program of Education in Agrarian Reform (Pronera), the result of struggles carried out by social movements in defense of Rural Education, marks a relevant achievement in terms of teacher training, after all, it comes to guarantee, in the face of this same decree, as a principle of Rural Education, the “[...] development of training policies for education professionals to meet the specificity of rural schools, considering the concrete conditions of production and social reproduction of rural life” (BRASIL, 2010, art. 2, translated).

It is also important to highlight that Rural Education, as an acquired right, which seeks a new paradigm of society, is supported by the struggle and claim for a society with social justice and quality education for all, whether in the countryside or in the city. This struggle is also for teacher training, whose logic meets the specificities and considers and values the reality and diversity of the peasantry.

In this sense, Arroyo (2012) warns about the importance of Rural Education professionals to appropriate local history and culture in order to multiply this knowledge in educational spaces. Therefore, the need for continuing education for teachers who work in the peasant reality is legitimate.
If the teaching-educators professionals understand this tense history, they will be able to work this understanding with children and adolescents, with young people and adults who work in the rural areas, in indigenous, black and quilombola communities, and even in the popular public schools where the different arrive, made and treated in our history as unequal. The incorporation of this wealth of hidden knowledge will bring greater theoretical density and radicality to training curricula. (ARROYO, 2012, p. 362, translated).

As Freire (1997) advocates, teacher training based on reflection and educational-critical practice is essential. In this way, the training of rural teachers is a legitimate need, which must be supported by the liberating and emancipatory concept, in order to materialize the aspirations and objectives of Rural Education.

### 3 Teacher Training Program (Formacampo)

The Formacampo Program is an extension action that took place from April to December in 2021, linked to the Department of Human Sciences, Education and Language (DCHEL) of the State University of Southwest Bahia (UESB) and also to the Postgraduate Program in Education (PPGEd) of UESB, having as main partners the National Union of Municipal Education Directors (Undime) and the Municipal Education Networks of the cities that joined the program.

This is a proposal made by Gepemdecc of UESB. Through this extension action, research, teaching and extension activities were carried out, with the objective of executing continuous training of professionals who work in rural schools and helping them in the construction of the Political-Pedagogical Project (PPP) of the educational institutions located in the Identity Territories of the UESB’s coverage area.

The aforementioned program includes several actions with the active participation of the students, undergraduate and graduate professors in the proposals developed, as well as in the articulation with the municipalities. Initially, the program had the adhesion of the municipalities of the following Identity Territories of Bahia: Litoral Sul, Vale do Jiquiriçá, Southwest of Bahia, Middle Southwest, Sertão Produtivo, Velho Chico and Médio Rio de Contas.

---

1 “The Identity Territory Concept arises from the social movements linked to family agriculture and agrarian reform, being adopted by the Ministry of Agrarian Development for the formulation of its planning” (BAHIA, 20--, s.p., translated).
The Formacampo Program originates as a vector of changes and ruptures in the midst of the construction of an emancipatory education project with rural educators in the interior of the state of Bahia, materializing itself in a unique strategy in continuing teacher education.

As for the methodological instruments, the technique used was qualitative, through participatory research. Formacampo consists of different actions that interface with institutional policies for teaching, research and extension, which mobilizes undergraduate, graduate and professors at UESB to participate in teacher training, as well as assists in articulating with managers and basic education professionals in the municipalities, involving the municipal and state levels.

The aforementioned program has theoretical contributions from critical authors, as well as master's and doctoral dissertations from the Postgraduate programs at UESB, the State University of Santa Cruz (UESC), the Federal University of Recôncavo da Bahia (UFRB), the State University of Bahia (UNEB) and from the Federal University of Piauí (UFPI), which presented topics on teacher training. The target audience of Formacampo comprises teachers, managers and coordinators of rural schools, located in the countryside, or even of urban schools that serve rural students.

The course took place remotely, with a virtual structure established in partnership through Undime and UESB. It is important to highlight that 40% of the activities were synchronous and 60% asynchronous. The first ones happened through group lives; and the second took place through activities presented in advance to the course participants by the trainers and territorial coordinators (SANTOS; GUIMARÃES, 2021).

The importance of this program is justified by the need to insert the university based on the triad: teaching, research and extension, in order to support interventions that can contribute to improving the quality of basic education (kindergarten, elementary and secondary education) in the municipalities that are in the Identity Territories of Bahia that were served. According to the design of the Formacampo program, the choice of Identity Territories is due to the fact that the research carried out by Gepepemdecc in these spaces has demonstrated the lack of continuing education.

Several activities were developed and had general and territorial coordination teams. In addition to providing thematic notebooks that addressed the content discussed...
and worked in those lives for the teacher training, meetings were held online with coordinators and teachers to clarify doubts.

The themes that led to the lives, the dates and the mediators are described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of realization</th>
<th>Live</th>
<th>Theme link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/11/2021</td>
<td>Opening conference of the Formacampo Program: Fundamentals of Rural Education</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMm8ELI34o">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMm8ELI34o</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/30/2021</td>
<td>Technology and Rural Education</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwspVzNQnw">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwspVzNQnw</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/30/2021</td>
<td>The Political-Pedagogical Project in rural schools</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk4rza1VGI&amp;t=2s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk4rza1VGI&amp;t=2s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: Rural Education and diversity in the PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnR7Ri8E">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnR7Ri8E</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: Rural Early Childhood Education</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqzk8Y15DOI&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=4&amp;t=1s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqzk8Y15DOI&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=4&amp;t=1s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: Literacy and Rural Education in the PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aHDrPXSfKo&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=4">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aHDrPXSfKo&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=4</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: the role of school management in the construction of the PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HIWtbXjmO0&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=6&amp;t=1s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HIWtbXjmO0&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=6&amp;t=1s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: a EJA (Youth and Adult Education) in rural school PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_E7P7rp_kI&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=5">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_E7P7rp_kI&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=5</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: the curriculum and Rural Education in the PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W32irGh6KLw&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=8&amp;t=1s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W32irGh6KLw&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=8&amp;t=1s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: education for riverside dwellers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1g3LqreEsg&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=10">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1g3LqreEsg&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=10</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: quilombola school education and PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_uLjR9PRnM&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=11">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_uLjR9PRnM&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=11</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: multigrade classes and PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ucOXTVVLvY&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=11">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ucOXTVVLvY&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=11</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: education for settlers and campers in areas of the movements social networks and PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUyjr7GCE4&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=13">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUyjr7GCE4&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=13</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/24/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: PPP and the role of managers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B69mM5fndn8&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=12">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B69mM5fndn8&amp;list=PLv1ZkInMwWe0JLbYNHnC09fonOHoPNUAW&amp;index=12</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 – Description of the themes of lives the Formacampo (conclusion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of realization</th>
<th>Live</th>
<th>Theme link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/26/2022</td>
<td>Mini-course: organization of pedagogical work in rural schools</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPU6niE-SoM&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=14">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPU6niE-SoM&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=14</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: Mathematics and Rural Education in the PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itvCxGd3P00&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=16">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itvCxGd3P00&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=16</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: ethnic-racial relations in the rural school PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chR1wnHKLk&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=16">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chR1wnHKLk&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=16</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: environmental education and agroecology in the PPP of Escola do Campo</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1FPfscFGl&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=18">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1FPfscFGl&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=18</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/2022</td>
<td>Mini-course: the humanities in the PPP of the Escola do Campo</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaQL17P04k&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=20">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaQL17P04k&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=20</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/2021</td>
<td>Mini-course: indigenous school education and PPP</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7PrYZuaiH8&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=19">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7PrYZuaiH8&amp;list=PLv1ZklMwWe0JLbYNHnCO9fonOHoPNuAW&amp;index=19</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/26/2021</td>
<td>Rural Education: sowing knowledge for the transformation of reality</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRhAIAAS5Ewc&amp;t=9264s">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRhAIAAS5Ewc&amp;t=9264s</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on data from website Web TV UndimeBahia (2021/2022).

4 Outlining the methodological course

Regarding the methodological aspects, the qualitative-quantitative approach was used. Based on Minayo (1997), it is understood that, in a scientific research, the analysis and quantitative and qualitative presentation of the results, which are complementary, enhance the argument of the discussions and final considerations.

Data analysis methods that translate into numbers can be very useful in understanding various educational problems. Furthermore, the combination of this type of data with data from qualitative methodologies can enrich the understanding of events, facts and processes. Both approaches demand, however, the researcher’s reflection effort to make sense of the material collected and analyzed. (GATTI, 2004, p. 13, translated).

Furthermore, were analyzed the website of the Formacampo Program, materials available on the website, lives, thematic notebooks available and the answer forms of the course participants available on Google Drive. With the information accessible in the forms, the quantitative data were tabulated and the qualitative data were interpreted in order to approach the reality experienced and experienced by the program participants.
5 Results and discussion

Formacampo had the participation and adhesion of 116 municipalities, divided between the seven Identity Territories, and four more municipalities from other territories, which, although they had not signed the adhesion term, had registered participants, totaling, thus, 6,933 course participants. The themes studied in the training, shown through lives, had great repercussion and reached more than 79 thousand views. Regarding the fulfillment of asynchronous activities sent by course participants, there were 9,493 activities received by Google Forms. Regarding the thematic notebooks, 51.6% of the course participants considered the material good and 44.4% considered it excellent. It is worth noting that these reading materials and studies were made available on the website² in the Formacampo tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity territories</th>
<th>Number of participating municipalities</th>
<th>Number of subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vale do Jiquiriçá</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudoeste Baiano</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sertão Produtivo</td>
<td>17,825</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velho Chico</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Médio Rio de Contas</td>
<td>17,713</td>
<td>16,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litoral Sul da Bahia</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bahia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Médio Sudoeste da Bahia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities from other territories that did not join the program, but had enrolled course participants</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>120</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,933</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on research data (2022).

When the program was finalized, the coordination sent the course participants an evaluation form in Google Forms, in order to verify the fulfillment of the objectives, mainly with regard to “Contributing to the construction of the Political-Pedagogical Project of the partner municipalities from the training carried out”; in all, 1,201 responses were obtained.

According to the data collected, for 80.03% of the participants, Formacampo was the first specific training to work in the rural areas. The same questionnaire points out that, at the end of the training, with regard to the construction of PPPs for schools belonging to the municipalities that participated in the aforementioned program, 42.8%

had the reformulation underway in the year 2021; 11.3% still did not have a PPP and had already planned its construction; 23.2% already had a PPP, which had not yet been reformulated; 14.9% already had a PPP, which had been reformulated in 2021; 4.5% still did not have a PPP and had not planned its construction. These data show that the Formacampo Program contributed greatly to the planning of Rural Education in the municipalities that joined it, since, if we add those municipalities that have already reformulated their PPPs in 2021 with the help of the program, those that are undergoing reformulation and also those which already have the reformulation programmed based on the guidelines of the training carried out, totaling 69% of those which adhered to the program.

Still on the construction of PPPs, 97% of course participants stated that the program's training contributed significantly to the construction of this instrument in their respective schools. Below are reports from the course participants, evaluations and inferences about the Formacampo Program:

*I believe that the Formacampo Program was extremely valuable to everyone who had the privilege of being a part of it. It changed the way we looked at the rural school, the methodology used until then, the role of the manager within this gear, what it says or is put in the PPP as the development of a critical citizen awareness.* (COURSIST A, translated).

*The Formacampo Program came to reaffirm our struggles, advances and setbacks […].* (COURSIST C, translated).

*It was an extremely important program that served to subsidize the construction of the PPP.* (COURSIST D, translated).

*A program that significantly contributed to the reformulation of education in my municipality, as I am sure that all PPPs will be reformulated with a closer look at the reality of each subject, of each school. We have closed several schools in the municipality and only through Formacampo I discovered that there is no number of students to close schools nor a law that determines this. I also didn't know which rural schools exist in the city if the percentage of rural students is higher. It was undoubtedly an extremely important and necessary training for us educators.* (COURSIST E, translated).

In view of the excerpts above, as suggested by Martins (2013) on how the training processes and courses of professionals in the field should be, it was observed that the Formacampo Program has shown to develop training capable of (re)signifying and qualifying the action of the subjects who are involved (educators from and to the rural areas), as the course participants signaled a maintenance in the essence of an education capable of going beyond the hegemonic borders of established knowledge.
Another relevant aspect to be highlighted concerns the understanding of the course participants about the existing contradictions in the reality of rural schools, which still maintain urban-centric curricula. Perceiving such a circumstance is significant as it indicates a rupture of thought and the construction of new knowledge.

It is necessary to admit that the Formacampo Program, as advocated by Freire (2007, p. 44, translated), is capable of promoting training based on the perspective of an “Education that, stripped of the alienated and alienating guise, is a force for change and liberation”. After all, the program offered a training based on the logic of humanization and appreciation of the peasant population, recognizing and valuing the countryside as a fertile, rich and diverse space.

Regarding the conceptions about PPPs, the considerations of the course participants also showed a new look at the importance of their construction and/or reconstruction, legitimizing the potential of these instruments to implement an education that actually meets and respects the specificities of the field and, thus, enable quality education.

The need and importance of the construction and reconstruction of PPPs according to the reality of the field are evidenced in the thematic notebooks developed by the collaborators. Still on the PPP, Santos and Guimarães (2021, p. 11, translated) point out that: “The Political-Pedagogical Project expresses the autonomy and identity of the educational establishment being supported by current legislation, the historical needs of the public school and the rights guaranteed constitutionally to the entire population”.

In view of this, it is possible to say that Formacampo also achieved the objective of contributing to the construction of the PPP of the partner municipalities, based on the training carried out, now listed in the project, after all, the data point to concrete movements of construction, reconstruction and also recognition of the need and importance of PPPs.

6 Final considerations

Through the research data of the article, it is possible to affirm that the Formacampo Program assumes significant dimensions and becomes a protagonist in the scenario of continuing education in the reality of Rural Education. In addition, it
contributes to the construction and reconstruction of PPPs in the municipalities participating in the training.

Based on the discussions raised by this study, the importance and necessity of continuing education that contemplates the human dimensions and that values the rural areas, its way of organization and life is ratified. It is known about the advances and challenges of contemporaneity, which happen in an intense and fast way, so it is urgent and necessary for the teacher to constantly seek the acquisition of new knowledge, in order to enable an education designed with and for the subjects, so that both the student and the teacher are protagonists of the educational process.

In this sense, it is worth noting that Formacampo played a leading role in making Rural Education “seen and noticed” with all its particularities, peculiarities, cultures, histories, beliefs and struggles, giving new meaning to teaching in the context of rural schools, in which undergraduates, basic education teachers, undergraduate and graduate teachers and all participants in the extension project can reflect on the training process, taking into account the difficulties faced on the school floor.

It is worth emphasizing the relevance with which the program materializes and develops significantly in continuing education and, thus, contributes to a sensitive look at rural schools, as well as the teaching-learning process, given that it is important that teachers find ways to continue their teaching training.

At the end of the analysis, taking into account the facts of the analyzed program outlined here, as well as the proposed problem, it is understood that it contributed significantly to the quality of teaching, corroborating a role validated in the results presented in this study and legitimized in the reports of the participants.

In short, it is understood the importance of continuing education, mainly aimed at rural teachers, which is effective in the research area of this study, in a process in which rural subjects become aware of their rights and that public policies take place in its practice, in an assiduous and diligent way, in the struggle, in the sweat of the countryside, for a quality public education.
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